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** The commencement program was produced with accurate graduation records as of 9 a.m., Wednesday, April 22, 2020. If there is an error with a graduate’s name or their name is missing from the program, please email commencement@siue.edu for corrections. A final version with full records will be available the week following the ceremonies at siue.edu/commencement.
On behalf of the faculty, staff and students of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, I am pleased to welcome you to the 126th commencement celebration, and the first virtual ceremony. Though the COVID-19 pandemic prevents us from gathering together in our traditional setting, our graduates have achieved a significant milestone in their lives, deserving of recognition and celebration. They have excelled in their academic pursuits while exemplifying the values of citizenship, excellence, inclusion, integrity and wisdom upon which the University is founded.

SIUE is a place where dreams are built and futures are formed. The University community is proud to have supported each of our students during their time on campus. At the conclusion of today’s virtual ceremonies, the graduates will share alumni status with more than 112,000 fellow Cougars. SIUE will continue to provide assistance as our students transition to the professional world or pursue an advanced course of study. Graduates, congratulations on your very special accomplishment. We recognize both you and those who have supported you throughout your academic experience. Thank you for helping SIUE fulfill its mission to shape a changing world. We look forward to learning of your many achievements in the years to come.

Congratulations!

Randall G. Pembrook, PhD
Chancellor
The Southern Illinois University (SIU) System is comprised of two sister institutions: SIU Edwardsville, with a School of Dental Medicine in Alton and the SIUE East St. Louis Higher Education Campus in East St. Louis, and SIU Carbondale, with a School of Medicine in Springfield.

With a budget of approximately $167 million, the SIU System employs over 7,000 faculty, staff and administrators who serve more than 28,000 students. A modern and comprehensive post-secondary educational system, the SIU System offers a broad range of academic programs that lead to associate, bachelor’s, master’s, specialist, doctoral and professional practice degrees in a variety of fields, including law, medicine, pharmacy, and dental medicine.

SIU Carbondale was chartered in 1869 as Southern Illinois Normal University, a teachers’ college. In 1947, the name was changed to reflect the institution’s modern and comprehensive post-secondary educational system, the SIU System offers a broad range of academic programs that lead to associate, bachelor’s, master’s, specialist, doctoral and professional practice degrees in a variety of fields, including law, medicine, pharmacy, and dental medicine.

Southern Illinois University Carbondale. The Edwardsville campus is enhanced by campuses in East St. Louis and Alton. At SIUE, students find comprehensive educational opportunities and a community in which individuals support each other in their search for knowledge and individual development.
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As early as 1949, courses were being offered in the metropolitan East St. Louis area, which led to the development of SIUE, now the largest campus in the SIU System.

The instructional, scholarship and service missions of the two constituent institutions reflect the needs of the geographic areas in which they are located. The SIU System is also committed to serving statewide, national and international needs. This commitment is reflected in educational activities and outreach in communities throughout the state, as well as through research and training exchanges and worldwide student exchange programs.

The SIU Board of Trustees governs the SIU System and sets policy that enables both universities to carry out their established missions and goals. The president of the System is its CEO and reports to the board of trustees. The University chancellors report directly to the president and are responsible for the internal operations of SIUE and SIUC, respectively.

The University is committed to serving state-wide, national and international constituencies. The University chancellors report directly to the president and are responsible for the internal operations of SIUE and SIUC, respectively.

The SIU Board of Trustees governs the SIU System and sets policy that enables both universities to carry out their established missions and goals. The president of the System is its CEO and reports to the board of trustees. The University chancellors report directly to the president and are responsible for the internal operations of SIUE and SIUC, respectively.

The University is committed to serving state-wide, national and international constituencies. The University chancellors report directly to the president and are responsible for the internal operations of SIUE and SIUC, respectively.

The SIU Board of Trustees governs the SIU System and sets policy that enables both universities to carry out their established missions and goals. The president of the System is its CEO and reports to the board of trustees. The University chancellors report directly to the president and are responsible for the internal operations of SIUE and SIUC, respectively.

The University is committed to serving state-wide, national and international constituencies. The University chancellors report directly to the president and are responsible for the internal operations of SIUE and SIUC, respectively.

The Southern Illinois University (SIU) System is comprised of two sister institutions: SIU Edwardsville, with a School of Dental Medicine in Alton and the SIUE East St. Louis Higher Education Campus in East St. Louis, and SIU Carbondale, with a School of Medicine in Springfield.

With a budget of approximately $167 million, the SIU System employs over 7,000 faculty, staff and administrators who serve more than 28,000 students. A modern and comprehensive post-secondary educational system, the SIU System offers a broad range of academic programs that lead to associate, bachelor’s, master’s, specialist, doctoral and professional practice degrees in a variety of fields, including law, medicine, pharmacy, and dental medicine.

SIU Carbondale was chartered in 1869 as Southern Illinois Normal University, a teachers’ college. In 1947, the name was changed to reflect the institution’s modern and comprehensive post-secondary educational system, the SIU System offers a broad range of academic programs that lead to associate, bachelor’s, master’s, specialist, doctoral and professional practice degrees in a variety of fields, including law, medicine, pharmacy, and dental medicine.

Southern Illinois University Edwardsville (SIUE), traces its origin to a recommendation made in 1956 by the Southwest Illinois Council for Higher Education. The Council was convinced that higher education facilities were needed in the Metro East. They hired consultants whose reports documented that need, and they appealed to Southern Illinois University (SIU), 100 miles south, to establish satellite campuses.

In 1957, SIU opened two “residence centers” in Alton and East St. Louis. The University expected to enroll 800 students, but actual enrollment reached 1,776. By 1959, the number of students had more than doubled to 3,800, greatly exceeding the capabilities of the physical facilities. This burgeoning population demanded services faster than the University could develop and supply them.

A planning team investigated sites in the Metro East counties and selected one just south of Edwardsville. In 1960, the Illinois legislature authorized a bond issue for construction of a new state university campus. Voter approval came in November 1960. After nearly three years of planning, University officials and area residents attended groundbreaking ceremonies for the first permanent buildings.

In the fall of 1965, SIUE moved onto its new campus just 25 miles from St. Louis—2,660 acres of rolling land and woods dotted with lakes along bluffs flanking the Mississippi River. Much of the land still retains its natural shape.

Emphasizing teaching, research and public service programs, SIUE is a fully accredited comprehensive university with more than 13,000 students enrolled. After being classified as a master’s-large institution for most of its history, SIUE was reclassified in January 2019 by The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education to the newly created doctoral/professional universities category. The University is proud to be ranked by Washington Monthly among the top 30% of doctoral universities in the nation.

SIUE is ranked among the nation’s top 25 safest college towns by Safewise in its 2019 Safest College Towns list. More than half of SIUE’s 112,000 graduates live and work in the St. Louis region. SIUE makes more than a $514 million economic impact on the region every year.
Mission
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville is a student-centered educational community dedicated to communicating, expanding and integrating knowledge. In a spirit of collaboration enriched by diverse ideas, our comprehensive and unique array of undergraduate and graduate programs develops professionals, scholars and leaders who shape a changing world.

Vision
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville will achieve greater national and global recognition and academic prominence through innovative and interdisciplinary programs that empower individuals to achieve their full potential.

Values
Recognizing public education as the cornerstone of a democracy, SIUE carries out its mission based on certain fundamental, shared values. We value:

- **Citizenship**
  - Social, civic and political responsibility—globally, nationally, locally and within the University
  - Active partnerships and a climate of collaboration and cooperation among students, faculty, staff, alumni and the larger community
  - Sustainable practices in environmental, financial and social endeavors

- **Excellence**
  - High-quality learning within and beyond the classroom
  - Continuous improvement and innovation
  - Outstanding scholarship and public service

- **Inclusion**
  - A welcoming and supportive environment
  - Openness to the rich diversity of humankind in all aspects of university life
  - Respect for individuals, differences and cultures
  - Intellectual freedom and diversity of thought

Integrity
- Accountability to those we serve and from whom we receive support
- Honesty in our communications and in our actions

Wisdom
- Creation, preservation and sharing of knowledge
- Application of knowledge in a manner that promotes the common good
- Life-long learning

SIUE Statement on Diversity
The SIUE Statement on Diversity reflects the University’s commitment to recognizing and valuing the contributions of the breadth of humankind. This statement, adopted in April 2013, replaces an earlier version and is considered an expansion of the SIUE value of inclusion.

All societies and peoples have contributed to the rich mix of contemporary humanity. In order to achieve domestic and international peace, social justice and the development of full human potential, we must build on this diversity and inclusion.

- Southern Illinois University Edwardsville nurtures an open, respectful and welcoming climate that facilitates learning and work. Each member of the University is responsible for contributing to such a campus environment.
- Southern Illinois University Edwardsville is committed to education that explores the historic significance of diversity in order to understand the present and to better enable our community to engage the future.

School of Business
Timothy Schae necker, Dean
The School of Business is among an elite five percent of business schools worldwide that have earned the prestigious seal of approval from the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) International. The accounting program holds specialized accreditation by the AACSB. Only two percent of business schools worldwide are AACSB-accredited in both business and accounting. Each year, students find internships, cooperative education opportunities and employment with major corporations such as Boeing, The Boeing Company, Edward Jones, Emerson, Enterprise, Nestle Purina and World Wide Wide Technology, as well as scores of small- and medium-sized businesses. Graduates are well-prepared to begin productive careers in the fields of computer information systems, economics, entrepreneurship, finance, business administration, human resource management, international business, management, marketing and accounting.

School of Education, Health and Human Behavior
Robin Hughes, Dean
School of Education, Health and Human Behavior graduates can choose from a variety of career paths in education, applied health and behavioral sciences. Through rewarding partnerships with regional agencies and public school districts, students learn through hands-on experience in their fields of interest. The School’s commitment to experiential learning and community outreach is demonstrated through its clinics and the activities of its student organizations. Visit us on YouTube and Twitter to learn more about our students’ successes.

School of Engineering
Cem Karacal, Dean
The School of Engineering offers eight undergraduate and five graduate programs, as well as two collaborative PhD programs with SIUC, making it one of the most comprehensive and largest engineering schools in the region. The School prepares students to meet the growing needs in our region and nation for more engineers, computer scientists and construction managers. The engineering, information technology and construction companies in the Metropolitan St. Louis area provide exciting, challenging and well-paying jobs, internships and cooperative opportunities to our students. More than 60 percent of our graduates have taken positions in the St. Louis Metro area. Students are not only educated in the classroom and laboratory, but also through undergraduate research projects and student organizations that participate in collegiate contests, such as the formula race car, solar car, mini Baja, robotics, steel bridge, concrete canoe and many more.
The School of Nursing offers an excellent learning environment, which prepares students for a career as professional nurses. The School partners with hundreds of health care agencies in Central and Southern Illinois and the St. Louis region to provide students with quality clinical practicum sites. Students also practice required nursing skills in the School’s Simulated Learning Center to promote critical thinking and safe care before encountering patients in actual clinical settings. Graduate programs include two master’s degrees (nurse educator, and health care and nursing administration) and three doctoral degrees (a post-master’s doctor of nursing practice DNP), and two post-baccalaureate DNP programs with specializations in nurse anesthesia and family nurse practitioner.

School of Pharmacy
Mark Luer, Dean
The School of Pharmacy, the only pharmacy program in southern Illinois, offers a professional program leading to the Doctor of Pharmacy (PharmD) and Master of Science in pharmaceutical sciences. Established in 2005, the School graduated its first class in May 2009 and is fully accredited by the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education. Our graduates enter a wide variety of professional settings, including community pharmacies, hospitals, the pharmaceutical industry and academia. SIUE pharmacy students work alongside other health professionals. This team approach allows health care professionals to optimize drug therapy and offer the highest quality of patient care.

School of Dental Medicine
Bruce Rotter, Dean
The Southern Illinois University School of Dental Medicine is proud of its established tradition of graduating well-prepared general practitioners of dental medicine. Since 1972, the School has continued to carry out its mission to improve the oral health of southern Illinois and the St. Louis metropolitan region. 1972, the School has continued to carry out its mission to improve the oral health of southern Illinois and the St. Louis metropolitan region. The Southern Illinois University School of Dental Medicine graduated its first class in May 2009 and is fully accredited by the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education. Our graduates enter a wide variety of professional settings, including community pharmacies, hospitals, the pharmaceutical industry and academia. SIUE pharmacy students work alongside other health professionals. This team approach allows health care professionals to optimize drug therapy and offer the highest quality of patient care.

Library and Information Services
Lydia Jackson, Interim Dean
Library and Information Services provides information resources and technology for teaching, learning and scholarship. Information resources are available in all formats with a strong preference given to digital collections which are heavily accessed by users. Lovejoy Library is a member of CARLI ( Consortia of Academic and Research Libraries in Illinois) which provides SIUE users full access to the holdings of the 128 CARLI libraries that share a catalog of millions of item records. Along with access to OCLC’s WorldCat, with more than two billion items held by participating libraries, Lovejoy Library opens the world to SIUE users. Library resources are available through social media, its mobile website, 3D scanning and printing, and traditional methods. As in all successful 21st century academic libraries, library faculty are subject specialists who provide information literacy and technology instruction. They assist SIUE faculty in identifying and selecting open access materials, publishing research locally, and curating collections in our institutional repository, known as SPARK.

Art, Letters, Humanities - White
Business, Accountancy, Commerce - Drab
Criminal Justice Studies - Ivory
Dental Medicine - Lavender
Economics - Copper
Education - Light Blue
Engineering - Orange
Fine Arts - Brown
Interdisciplinary - White
Journalism - Crimson
Music - Pink
Nursing - Apricot
Pharmacy - Olive Green
Philosophy - Dark Blue
Public Administration - Peacock
Science - Golden Yellow
Social Science, Social Work - Citron
Speech Communication - Silver Gray
Mace
The SIUE ceremonial mace was created in 1981 by the late Michael E. Mason. He earned both a Bachelor of Arts and Master of Fine Arts from SIUE and served as curator of the University Museum. At that time, the president of SIUE the position now called chancellor) Earl Lazerson instituted traditional, formal regalia for use on significant ceremonial occasions. In 2005, Chancellor Vaughn Vandegrift restored the tradition of the mace at all commencement and other academic ceremonies. A stand was subsequently constructed and, in recognition of the values of the University, engraved brass plaques were added to the ceremonial mace with the words Citizenship, Excellence, Inclusion, Integrity and Wisdom.

International Flags
The flags flown at commencement represent the home nations of all SIUE students. SIUE is home to nearly 400 international students from 58 nations. International students contribute to the University’s diverse learning environment by sharing their unique culture and introducing new perspectives to SIUE.

Chancellor’s Medallion
The Chancellor’s Chain of Office is a symbol of the guidance and inspiration of current University leadership building on the achievements of the past. It is a reminder of our accomplishments, as well as the challenges and opportunities to come. The medallion of the chain has the mark of the University surrounded in laurels, a time-honored symbol of education. The chain bears Chancellor Pembrook’s name and the names of past leaders of SIUE.

Granting of Degrees
Candidates for degrees listed in this commencement program are those who completed degree requirements or who, at the time of publication, were reasonably certain of completing degree requirements. Inclusion in this publication may not be construed as documentation of completion of degree requirements. Certification of the conferral of a degree is by receipt of a diploma or official transcript noting degree completion.

ACADEMIC AND OTHER RECOGNITION
Honor Recognition
Candidates graduating with honors are noted in the program and their accomplishments are characterized by the color of the academic cord worn with their regalia.

* = cum laude (with honors – 3.50 to 3.74) Red cord
** = magna cum laude (high honors – 3.75 to 3.89) Gold cord
*** = summa cum laude (highest honors – 3.90 or higher) White cord

H = Honors Scholars

Other Academic Recognition
Students who are members of specific academic honorary organizations noted below are wearing cords, stoles or medallions as indicated:

Golden Key International Honor Society – Blue and gold cords
Honor Scholars – Medallion on red ribbon
Johnetta Holsey Scholars Academy – Red and white stole
Meridian Scholars – Medallion on red ribbon
Phi Eta Sigma, Freshman Honor Society – Gold stole with black letters
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society – Medallion on blue ribbon
SALUTE Veterans National Honor Society – Gold and blue (Graduate) White and blue (Undergraduate)
Sigma Xi, The Scientific Research Society – Royal blue and gold cords

College of Arts and Sciences
Alpha Kappa Delta, Sociology Honor Society – Teal cords
Gamma Theta Upsilon, The Honor Society in Geography – Gold stole and blue, gold and brown cords
Lambda Pi Eta, Communication Studies Honor Society – Red and white cords
Pi Alpha Alpha, Public Administration Honor Society – Blue and gold cords
Pi Mu Epsilon, Mathematics National Honor Society – Violet, gold and lavender cords
Phi Alpha Theta, The Honor Society in History – Madonna red and light blue cords
Phi Sigma Alpha, The National Political Science Honor Society – Red, white and black cords
Sigma Tau Delta, International Honor Society for English – Red and black cords
STELLAR Students – Silver and red zip pulling medallions

School of Business
Beta Alpha Psi, Honor Society for Accounting – Red and black cords
Beta Gamma Sigma, Honor Society for Business Majors – Royal blue and gold medallions

School of Dental Medicine
Omicron Kappa Upsilon, The Dental Honor Society – Gold medallion on lavender ribbon

School of Education, Health and Human Behavior
Chi Sigma Alpha, The International Student Affairs Honor Society – Maroon and gold cords
Eta Sigma Gamma, The Health Education Honor Society – Two color green and gold cords
Kappa Delta Pi, The International Honor Society in Education – Violet and jade green cords
Psi Chi, The International Honor Society of Psychology – Platinum and dark blue cords

School of Engineering
Chi Epsilon, Civil Engineering Honor Society – Two white and one purple cords
Eta Kappa Nu, International Honor Society for Electrical Engineering – Medallion on blue and red ribbon
Pi Tau Sigma, International Honor Society for Mechanical Engineers – White stole and marron and azure cords
Sigma Lambda Chi, International Construction Honor Society – White stole and green and yellow cords

School of Nursing
Delta’s Medallion – Medallion on red and black ribbon
Graduate Honors – Red, white and apricot cord
Sigma Theta Tau, International Honor Society of Nursing – Lavender and white cords

School of Pharmacy
American Pharmacists Association Academy of Student Pharmacists – Light blue cord
Rho Chi, The Academic Honor Society in Pharmacy – Purple and white cords
Phi Lambda Sigma, The National Pharmacy Leadership Society – Kelly green and gold cords
Student National Pharmaceutical Association – Black with a little white cords
College of Psychiatric and Neurologic Pharmacists – Turquoise and white cords

Students receiving other recognition are noted below:
Order of Omega – Cream stole with gold lettering
Student Athletes – Bronze medallion with red and white ribbon
Student Leadership Development Program – Bronze medallion with red ribbon
Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities Program Associates – Silver cords
Senior Campaign contributors – Red, black and white cords

Beautifully situated on 2,660 acres, SIUE offers easy access to professional and cultural opportunities in Metropolitan St. Louis, located just 25 miles from campus.
**HONORARY DEGREE: LAWRENCE B. HEITZ**

Larry Heitz was SIUE’s first student to graduate with a master’s in business administration from the School of Business. He has served as an executive in residence at SIUE for more than 10 years and is currently serving on the SIUE Foundation Campaign Planning Committee. He annually visits with faculty, mentors students and serves as a guest lecturer. He established an annual MBA scholarship in 2010 and endowed the Heitz Faculty Research Award in 2017. He also was a financial contributor to the Cougar Business Resource Center, which opened in 2012. He was inducted into the SIUE Alumni Association Hall of Fame in 2011.

Heitz has held influential positions throughout his career, including engineer at Owens Illinois and program manager with Emerson Electric Aerospace. Starting as a product manager in 1970 at Tubular Steel, Inc., he rose through the ranks during his 18-year tenure to become president and chief executive officer.

In 1988, Heitz began a mergers and acquisitions business, Triac Partners and later Riverside Partners. He acquired more than 10 businesses in the medical and high-tech manufacturing areas, and started companies in five different countries to expand existing companies. He also introduced Eagle Investments in 2002. Heitz has served on the boards of a number of companies and not-for-profit organizations, such as York Industries, Research Biochemicals, EntraCare Medical Devices, Life365 Medical Software, Tumbleweed Center for Youth Development and others.

Heitz’s humanitarian and community service efforts are numerous. He has worked with homeless youth in St. Louis and Arizona to create scholarships and housing opportunities, as well as directing programs designed to help clients find housing, earn an education and gain employment.

Organizations such as Golf Fore Africa, which focuses on bringing clean drinking water to rural Africa, have benefitted from Heitz’s consulting. He was able to help the organization quadruple its fundraising efforts.

Heitz established The Lawrence Institute in 2016. The organization’s mission is to help individuals permanently improve their lives. The institute works primarily with not-for-profit organizations to provide programs offering life skills education, healthcare, and job skill development leading to sustainable long-term, measurable improvement in people’s lives. The institute typically focuses on building a leadership team, developing effective strategic plans and creating systems that focus on growth and sustainable results.

Heitz and his wife, Sharon, have provided resources and developed programs for children and adolescents living with AIDS, who are being cared for at Phoenix Children’s Hospital. The program helps patients learn how to socialize and normalize living with AIDS in today’s society providing a dedicated psychologist and therapist for the patients and their families.

Heitz earned a bachelor’s in industrial management, mechanical engineering in 1966 from Purdue University’s College of Engineering. He also was a financial contributor to the Cougar Business Resource Center, which opened in 2012. He was inducted into the SIUE Alumni Association Hall of Fame in 2011.

Heitz has held influential positions throughout his career, including engineer at Owens Illinois and program manager with Emerson Electric Aerospace. Starting as a product manager in 1970 at Tubular Steel, Inc., he rose through the ranks during his 18-year tenure to become president and chief executive officer.

In 1988, Heitz began a mergers and acquisitions business, Triac Partners and later Riverside Partners. He acquired more than 10 businesses in the medical and high-tech manufacturing areas, and started companies in five different countries to expand existing companies. He also introduced Eagle Investments in 2002. Heitz has served on the boards of a number of companies and not-for-profit organizations, such as York Industries, Research Biochemicals, EntraCare Medical Devices, Life365 Medical Software, Tumbleweed Center for Youth Development and others.

Heitz’s humanitarian and community service efforts are numerous. He has worked with homeless youth in St. Louis and Arizona to create scholarships and housing opportunities, as well as directing programs designed to help clients find housing, earn an education and gain employment.

Organizations such as Golf Fore Africa, which focuses on bringing clean drinking water to rural Africa, have benefitted from Heitz’s consulting. He was able to help the organization quadruple its fundraising efforts.

Heitz established The Lawrence Institute in 2016. The organization’s mission is to help individuals permanently improve their lives. The institute works primarily with not-for-profit organizations to provide programs offering life skills education, healthcare, and job skill development leading to sustainable long-term, measurable improvement in people’s lives. The institute typically focuses on building a leadership team, developing effective strategic plans and creating systems that focus on growth and sustainable results.

Heitz and his wife, Sharon, have provided resources and developed programs for children and adolescents living with AIDS, who are being cared for at Phoenix Children’s Hospital. The program helps patients learn how to socialize and normalize living with AIDS in today’s society providing a dedicated psychologist and therapist for the patients and their families.

Heitz earned a bachelor’s in industrial management, mechanical engineering in 1966 from Purdue University’s Krannert School of Management before achieving his MBA at SIUE in 1969.

**DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD: SHIRLEY PORTWOOD, PhD**

Shirley Portwood, PhD, distinguished professor emerita of historical studies, SIUE, is a longtime educator and former Southern Illinois University Board of Trustee member. She earned a bachelor’s in history and a master’s in history with a specialization in Russian history from SIUE in ’70 and ’73. She earned an additional master’s and a doctorate in history with an emphasis in African American women, American women and modern Russia from Washington University in St. Louis.

Her teaching career began as an instructor of history in fall ’72 at St. Louis Community College at Forest Park. She joined SIUE in 1980 where she taught African American history, American women’s history, social history, cultural history, basic U.S. Constitution and many other courses. Along with her passion for teaching, Portwood loved engaging and helping students.

“I encouraged students to come in and talk to me, even if they were not having problems or did not have any specific questions,” she said. “Sometimes, we would sit and have tea or coffee. I realized that if students could make a connection with just one person, it could make a difference with them staying in school. I wanted to be there to champion them.”

An accomplished and prolific writer, researcher and storyteller, Portwood wrote “Tell Us a Story: An African American Family in the Heartland” at the request of her grandchildren. After the book was published in 2000, she incorporated it into her curriculum.

Her dedication to education and SIUE involved a host of commitments, including serving on various committees, advisory boards and panels. Portwood retired from SIUE as a full professor in 2007 and continued to teach as a professor emerita until 2010. She served on the SIU Board of Trustees from 2013 through 2019.

Portwood has received numerous accolades and awards, including:

- 2019 SIUE Alumni Hall of Fame, Graduate School
- National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship, Harvard University
- Sojourner Truth Award, Chicago Public Library
- Friends of Morris Library Delta Award, SIUC
- Women of Distinction Award, Women’s Christian Association
- Martin Luther King, Jr. Humanitarian Award, SIUE
- University Teaching Excellence Award, SIUE

**Past Decade of Honorary Degree Recipients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree Awarded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Ralph Korte</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Clinton Van Zandt</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Fernando Aguirre</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>John Simmons</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>David Werner</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Thelma Mothershed Wair</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Frankie Muse Freeman</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Earl Lazerson</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Vaughn Vandegrift</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Mary and Jerry Kane</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Charles Tosovsky</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Dolores Rohrkaste</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Paige St. John</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Johnetta Randolph Haley</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Past Distinguished Service Award Recipients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Charles Tosovsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Dolores Rohrkaste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Paige St. John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Mary and Jerry Kane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Dixie Engelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Kay Werner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Camille Emig-Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Johnetta Randolph Haley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Gyo Obata</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BACHELOR OF ARTS (Tassel: Brown, Citrus, Crimson, Drib, Gold, Grey, Ivory, Pink, White)
Brooke Aiken
Oliver Rose Buza
Carile Jean Ann Ballard
Nathan Daniel Bemis
Taylor Ashley Bemhardt
Alexa John Bick **
George Brandon Bimbeck
Cameron Reed Bopp **
Makala Reni Broynt *
Taylor Christian Bryant
Sophie Alexandra Cannon
Edna Conklin
Joseph Christian Carroll
Stacy Lynn Carter ***
Tashii L Chandler
William Zachary Chapman
Anna Morgan Clukey *
Kate Diane Coklin
Trevor Joel Curry
Veronica Bernitts Criss
Jasone LeeAnn Crisp
Adrien Marie Dammer *
Isabel Christina Lopez De Silva * H
Carlin E Davis
Tristan Robert Davis
Cora S Davis ***
H
Somul Corbett Dietzler
Paige Elizabeth Dil **
James Daniel Downen
Elizabeth Morgan Dusey
Marisa Ann Enlow
Miranda Rose Fair
Miranda Nicole Foley *
LYdia Nicole Fri *
H
Natasha Rose Gannon *
Natalie Cyndie Goudaker
Jimmy Dale Gifftner
Fistino Gonzalez
Gerhryh Emojobi Grant
Adam Richard Gregor
Alexa Ann Hogar **
Anne Marie Horpel
Tyler Mark Hemes ***
Ethan K Hill *** H
Katherine June Hill
Ronald M J Hoed
Brittany Nicole Hopkins
Amanda Marie Jodrynas **
H
Robin Nicole Jenkins
Maddison Leigh Johnson *
Johnathan Thibeau Jones
Melissa Mary Juszkowski *
Robert Keith Krag
Michelle Louise Lomartino
Andro L Long
Sarah Elizabeth Lutzberger *
Sara Elizabeth Loepker *
Micaela Cammino Maggio ***
Kenza Marie Miller
Alison Montes
Mark Nimmo ***
Abigail Elizabeth Osland ***
Alexandra Jean Ounouet
Kaelin Lynn Ramirez *
Jordan Lee Roy *
Alexis Anne Roberge *
Alexa Raige Rodriguez
Emily K Rerk
David Christian Sebasto *
Hope Reazanne Schmitz *
Carrie Matthew Schwartz
Jaw Michael Simpson
Kennedy Imani Marie Simpson
Preston Wade Simpson ***
Ashlyn Marie Smith
Alyssa Nicole Stulls
Alyfan E Taylor *** H
Bradon James Thomas
Alyssa Renee Timmer ***
Kyla Michelle Tinnelly ***
Elyseval Pheuthe Tiner
Hannah Trubuco
Kerryn Jade Tudor
Kory Lynn Ulmer
Emily Kathryn VanLith *
Emily Willing
Gabrielle Maria Vintare
Jacob Michael Wayne Viernam
Christopher James Wright
Madeline Kate Zuber

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS (Tassel: Brown)
Sutton McCaig Allen
Landon Jerry Armstrong
Teresa Collette Frisch
Haley Clinton Irwin **
Delaney Jensen *
Joseph Jesse Ondre *
Croig Alan Reis
Elyf詹姆斯 Smith
Mary Constance Vlasnick *
Hanna Marie Wiegand *

BACHELOR OF LIBERAL STUDIES (Tassel: White)
Kayla Alexis Baker
Julia Marie Christiansen
Savannah E Ella
Suely Fernandes Filippone
Nicole Hodges
Bradly Marie Johnson
Tara Rain Kormashak
Ashhton Nicole Parron

BACHELOR OF MUSIC (Tassel: Pink)
Marcus B Barnes
Tanner Jay Cottrell
Isabel Christine Loges deGioia * H
Alfredo Delaney *
Carter Michael Duffler
Warren Russell Frye *
Randel Phillips Fukasawa
Consen Nicholas Gibb *
Miguel Angel Cavazos Gomez *
Luke Andrew Griffin ***
H
Michael Alan Harding ***
Jacoby Wayne Hatthaway
Michael Avery Hawkins
Kate Lynne Harten *
Moka Cerena Miller
Jolbi Anthony Muekeri ** H
Lydia Rogahn Pethanen
Jero Lasse Petersen ***
Philip Sampedro ***
Andrew Marshall Stathon
Rachel Michelle Wagner *
Alexander Thomas Waters

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Tassel: Brown, Citrus, Crimson, Drib, Gold, Grey, Ivory, White)
Comden V Albert
Amira Sophia Abuzabad
Michael Duellers Adeniyi
Molly Joanne Alderman
Andrew Scott Allman
Taryn Renee Alston *
LaKea Renee Alvarado *
Wesley Joseph Anderson
Alexandra Katalyn Armington
Colin Bradley Arnold
Dylan Edward Arnold *
Jordan Michael Augustine ***
Kyle A Aufft
Jordan James Averetick
Gabriel Duncan Bailey
Scott Matthew Banta
Mattik Baker
Rhon M Baker
Tristan T Ballinger ***
Colin Craig Baumgartner *
Destiny Marie Lee Beezer
Fatima All Boyden
Taylor Renee Bmina
Diana Mae Benton
Ethan Jamie Berndt
Joshua Thomas Bieman
Sydney Marie Birn *
Kaelin Mariqua Blunt
Andrew M Bond
Shawn Bonds
Drew Aubrey Brewer

Dillon Michael Brannon
Jacob Breibarth
Dieane DeAnna Brown
Rebecca Christine Brown
Zakyra G Brummett
Samarra Paige Burr
Tara Ragan Carlock **
Alison Mary Carter
Todd Andrew Carter
Morgan Rae Cassidy
Zaesty Auren Cota
Aneesa Ali Creaky
Matthew Joseph Carriman
Mary Kathryn Ann Charest
Shane Alexander Chetlette
Bridget Elizabeth Chettheur *
Gabi reuse bpub
Taylie Caggire *
Alexis Nicole Canaway
Alexa Ann Allen Conklin
Luke Thomas Cormans
Roxie Sarah Coy
Bryan Joshua Coultar
Monaeara Lynn Cowie
Catherine Adinie Cructhter
Cloeane Jade Deschler
Ali Felshh Dennon
Gage William Datsky
Riley Kathleen Davidson
Elizabeth Noel DeRon
Avery Kouns Devere
Kali M Delgadillo
Brennon Daniel Demery ***
Rachel Mary Dibby
Jazalyn Renee Dellard
Dobtta Allen Dillow
Cameron Graham Dunaway
Audrey Rose Durbin **
Robert Louis Durbin **
Cody Edgerton
Richard Ross Edwards
Evan Mark Ehrhardt
Lori Robert Eillet
Jane Easte Eucholch
Mya Huu Evan
Chloe Elizabeth Forscher
Matthew Fozava
Lioo Demlon Ferrell
Kira Queen Fields
Rory Robert Goff
Richard Edward Fitzgerald, Jr.
Victoria Elizabeth Noel Folta
Lauren Elise Fox
Natalie Klarise Frank *
Brady Thomas Frankenfeld
Charlie Ieane Furlov *
Foyton AnnaLee Godkin
Nojo Laniai Goble
Sydney Nicole Gless
Donativa Marie Glassby *
Jyle Teole Gleed
Cynthia Gossed
Curtain B Gordon

** cum laude
*** magna cum laude
**** summa cum laude
H Honors Scholars

THE COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
Saturday, May 9, 2020, 1 p.m.
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, presiding

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES: UNDERGRADUATE

National Anthem: “The Star-Spangled Banner” Lyrics by Francis Scott Key
Led by Michael Hawkins, Musical Theater Student, College of Arts and Sciences
Music by the Meriden Brass Quintet

Welcoming Remarks
P. Denise Cobb, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Honorary Degree Recognition
Lawrence Heitz, Doctor of Human Letters

Distinguished Service Award Recognition
Shirley Portwood, Distinguished Professor Emerita

Remarks from the Chancellor
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor

Remarks from the President
Dan Mahony, President, SIU System

Remarks from the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
Gregory Budzban, Dean

Student names read by Gregory Budzban, Dean

Remarks on Behalf of the Class of 2020
Haley Smith, Bachelor of Science in Political Science

Candidates Commissioned as Second Lieutenants and Members of Honor Societies

Candidates for Degrees
Gregory Budzban, Dean

Conferal of Degrees
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor

Message from the SIUE Alumni Association

Closing Remarks
P. Denise Cobb, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Alma Mater: “Hail SIUE” by George Mellott
Led by Michael Hawkins, Musical Theater Student, College of Arts and Sciences
Music by the Meriden Brass Quintet

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Gregory Budzban, Dean
THE COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
Saturday, May 9, 2020, 1 p.m.
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, presiding

GRADUATE SCHOOL

National Anthem: “The Star-Spangled Banner” Lyrics by Francis Scott Key
Led by Michael Hawkins, Musical Theater Student, College of Arts and Sciences
Music by the Meridian Brass Quintet

Welcoming Remarks
P. Denise Cobb, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Honorary Degree Recognition
Lawrence Heitz, Doctor of Humane Letters

Distinguished Service Award Recognition
Shirley Portwood, Distinguished Professor Emerita

Remarks from the Chancellor
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor

Remarks from the President
Dan Mahony, President, SIU System

Remarks from the Dean of the Graduate School
Jerry Weinberg, Dean

Remarks on Behalf of the Class of 2020
Krista Russell, Master of Science in Environmental Sciences

Candidates Commissioned as Second Lieutenants and Members of Honor Societies

Candidates for Degrees
Jerry Weinberg, Dean
Student names read by Susan Morgan, Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Studies

Conferal of Degrees
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor

Message from the SIUE Alumni Association

Closing Remarks
P. Denise Cobb, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Alma Mater: “Hail SIUE” by George Mellot
Led by Michael Hawkins, Musical Theater Student, College of Arts and Sciences
Music by the Meridian Brass Quintet

GRADUATE SCHOOL

Jerry Weinberg, Dean

School of Education, Health and Human Behavior

Doctor of Education
(Head: Light Blue)
Christopher William Brown
Educational Leadership

Barbara Michele Daugherty
Educational Leadership

Adam Carl Garrett
Educational Leadership

Ryan Jacob Ketchum
Educational Leadership

Brandon Michael Taylor
Educational Leadership

Master of Fine Arts
(Head: Brown)
Joseph Michael Calandrino
Music

Lindsey N. Falsom
Music

Jon Charles Garrett
Music

Grant Michael Deam
Creative Writing

Luis Joseph Thuet
History

Brandon A. Adams
History

Master of Music
(Voice: Pink)
Victoria Anastasia Wilde
Music

Master of Public Administration
(Head: Peacock)
Judith Adda Dianquah
Public Administration

Kerrigan Aubrey Chapman
Public Administration

Stephanie Christian
Public Administration

Hannah Doolie
Public Administration

Clarence Johnathan Goldthire
Public Administration

Reginald Leveille Hamilton II
Public Administration

Cody Lee Jeter
Public Administration

Kathryn Jean Maloney
Public Administration

Maria Elizabeth Miller
Public Administration

Kassandra Elizabeth Murphy
Public Administration

Lorenzo Cortez Reid
Public Administration

Jonathan Edward Simms
Public Administration

Gena Audrey Stringer
Public Administration

College of Arts and Sciences

Master of Arts
(Head: Grey, White, Citron)
Miranda Rae Jernigan
English

Sydney Ivy Jones
English

Jennelle Lynn Kynpta
English

Cathy McNeese
English

Lien Thuy Nguyen
English

Monica Joan Ortega
English

Lucas Hayden Quick
English

Breanna Kathleen Raube
English

Kimberly Rose Sutherland
English

Brandon A. Adams
History

Philip Daniel Schneider
History

Luis Joseph Thuet
History

Kara Nicole Gorn
Sociology

Husna Ismail Ibrahim
Sociology

Lauryn LaTovia Joiner
Sociology

Adam Thomas Loeoch
Sociology

Crystal Marie Martin
Sociology

Joshua Lawrence White
Sociology

Master of Fine Arts
(Head: Brown)

James Brian Wall
Music

Victoria Anastasia Wilde
Music

Master of Public Administration
(Head: Peacock)
Judith Adda Dianquah
Public Administration

Kerrigan Aubrey Chapman
Public Administration

Stephanie Christian
Public Administration

Hannah Doolie
Public Administration

Clarence Johnathan Goldthire
Public Administration

Reginald Leveille Hamilton II
Public Administration

Cody Lee Jeter
Public Administration

Kathryn Jean Maloney
Public Administration

Maria Elizabeth Miller
Public Administration

Kassandra Elizabeth Murphy
Public Administration

Lorenzo Cortez Reid
Public Administration

Jonathan Edward Simms
Public Administration

Gena Audrey Stringer
Public Administration

Music

Ana Cecilia Villegas Taracena
Music

Cady Renée Thomas
Music

Michael John Szwedo
Music

Garrett Robert Rongey
Music

Debora Pedigo
Music

Joseph Michael Paule
Music

Daniela Belén Jofré Arroyo
Music

Matthew Robert Hopwood
Music

Daniele Balian Jofri Arroyo
Music

Joseph Michael Paule
Music

Deborah Pedigo
Music

Garrett Robert Rongey
Music

Michael John Szewdo
Music

Cody Renée Thomas
Music

Ana Cecilia Villegas Taracena
Music
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GRADUATE SCHOOL CONT.

Jerry Weinberg, Dean

College of Arts and Sciences cont.

Master of Science
(Hood: Gold, Citron, Crimson)

Poage Elizabeth Bangle
Biological Sciences

Amber Elias Ann Boren
Biological Sciences

Anuja Dehal
Biological Sciences

Madison Noelle Eschbach
Biological Sciences

Christopher James Featherstone
Biological Sciences

Miles Maguire Gosssett
Biological Sciences

Jordyn Leigh Grawe
Biological Sciences

Jennifer C. Yu
Biological Sciences

Kaitlyn Stanton
Biological Sciences

Rachel Ann Smith
Biological Sciences

Bradley Wayne Richards
Biological Sciences

Harmony Haymore
Biological Sciences

Jordyn Leigh Grawe
Biological Sciences

Paige Elizabeth Bangle
Biological Sciences

GRADUATE SCHOOL CONT.

Master of Business Administration
(Hood: Drab)

Stephanie Rae Hunt
Business Administration

Brooke Nicole Jackson
Business Administration

Brandon Wayne Johnson
Business Administration

Ashleigh Zee Jones
Business Administration

Emily Rae Klinkle
Business Administration

William Joel Kromenke
Business Administration

Kayla Ann Link
Business Administration

Alicia Brooke Lux
Business Administration

Tyler Davis Chitty
Business Administration

Joseph Hyuk Choi
Business Administration

Jared Aaron Claminger
Business Administration

Haley Elizabeth Muehl
Business Administration

Bryce William Peters
Business Administration

Hunter Houston Ragan
Business Administration

William Harold Reany II
Business Administration

Kiera Yvette Reed
Business Administration

Taylor Lee Ann Foltz
Business Administration

Ryan James Fritz
Business Administration

Taylor Lynn Greens
Business Administration

Brian McDonnell Hayes
Business Administration

Ilan Philip Hipper
Business Administration

Allison Rose Hotop
Business Administration

Matthew Patrick Riley
Business Administration

Jazmine Felissa Rosales
Business Administration

Christopher Stephen Sichak
Business Administration

Kayla Marie Staley
Business Administration

Cody Ryan Stephens
Business Administration

Tara Vaughn
Business Administration

Anna White
Business Administration

Jennifer Lynn Wierzb
Business Administration

Master of Marketing Research
(Hood: Drab)

Dennis Ray Foster
Marketing Research

Austin Cole Grant
Marketing Research

Xu Li
Marketing Research

Jessica Danielle Miller
Marketing Research

Ira Redman
Marketing Research

Kayla Reynolds
Marketing Research

Master of Science
(Hood: Drab)

Jonas Andres Malove Campos
Computer Management & Information Systems

Saisprasanna Ega
Computer Management & Information Systems

Srivani Prasad Kalavakolanu
Computer Management & Information Systems

Daniel L. Raney
Economics and Finance

Master of Science in Accounting
(Hood: Drab)

Taylor C. Bosch
Accountancy

Sydney V. Boscht
Accountancy

Matthew Gunner Bretz
Accountancy

Hunter M. Brooks
Accountancy

Eric Emery Brown
Accountancy

Kevin Bruce Campbell
Accountancy

Alain Chung
Accountancy

Madlin Ann Custer
Accountancy

Brendan Louis Dauber
Accountancy

Alexis Paige DeSherlia
Accountancy

Ryan Dickman
Accountancy

Jared Wayne Eckard
Accountancy

Jaryl Karmeth Richard Grabowski
Accountancy

Jennifer Annette Hylia
Accountancy

Joseph Edward Kovarik
Accountancy

 Jonathan Michael Kreher
Accountancy

Brendan McGrath
Accountancy

Megan Elizabeth Messer
Accountancy

Andrew Christopher Phipps
Accountancy

Wayne Dylan Sheridin
Accountancy

Luke Thiele
Accountancy
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GRADUATE SCHOOL CONT.
Jerry Weinberg, Dean

School of Engineering

Master of Science (Hood: Orange)
Garrett Johnson Calvert
Civil Engineering
Matt M. Clevenger
Civil Engineering
Akinbola Agundamu
Civil Engineering
Ravin Kaffe
Civil Engineering
Foiz Khan
Civil Engineering
Jennifer Lee Marshall
Civil Engineering
David William Malahan
Civil Engineering
Hector David Ocan
Civil Engineering
Brandon Matthew Ratermann
Civil Engineering
Ali Salehi
Civil Engineering
Md Al Adib Sarker
Civil Engineering
Deborah Ann Sieger-Kllius
Civil Engineering
Bill E. Tindall
Civil Engineering
Anupama Rao Bolasankula
Civil Engineering
Manase Reddy Babi
Computer Science
Sujata Bista
Computer Science
Patrick Michael Buneic
Computer Science
Grigori Burlac
Computer Science
Lavanya Reddy Ganta
Computer Science
Jacob Christopher Grubb
Computer Science
Nathan Lee Hendrick
Computer Science
Vaishnavi Jangipalli
Computer Science
Madhusudan Sai Maddu
Computer Science
Avinash Paduri
Computer Science
Manoj Reddy Pusapati
Computer Science
Timothy Lee Rassio
Computer Science
Tejaswara Raju Vutukari
Computer Science
Jennifer Elizabeth Williams
Computer Science
Miranda Renee Fulton
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Lakshmi Anjana Devi Garganta
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Novena Gorre
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Sai Jaswanth Guibandi
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Christopher Nelson Hagnauer
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Rajiv Reddy Mondapati
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Joseph Andrew Olden
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Saikrishna Vantipenta
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Andrew Widmer
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Maher Ibrahim E. Aleya
Electrical Engineering
Sai Geetha Alluparam
Electrical Engineering
Daniel Lee Ashbaugh
Electrical Engineering
Munet Aslan
Electrical Engineering
Shweta Ganesh Bhilaine
Electrical Engineering
Lohith Chowdary Chilukuri
Electrical Engineering
Sai Vaibhav Gadipudi
Electrical Engineering
Sai Vaibhav Gadi
Electrical Engineering
Ranganath Gurram
Industrial Engineering
Somayya Islam Khan
Industrial Engineering
Omer Batuhan Kirilmaz
Industrial Engineering
Rohith Mosaganti
Industrial Engineering
Rohan Namdeo Rathod
Industrial Engineering
Nagendra Surya Kumar
Chowdary Reddy
Industrial Engineering
Nikhil Chakravarty Tadaka
Industrial Engineering
Charan Kumar Reddy
Vandula Venkat
Industrial Engineering
Isaak Aleya
Mechanical Engineering
Ebrahim Khalil Bhuyan
Mechanical Engineering
Tharan Reddy Bobbala
Mechanical Engineering
Colin Kiefer Hale
Mechanical Engineering
Ravi Babubhai Kachhadiya
Mechanical Engineering
Vankata Sai Kran Yotagiri
Mechanical Engineering
Mehrdad Zandigohar
Mechanical Engineering

Master of Arts

(Hood: White)

Tonya Marie Bello
Healthcare Informatics
Alexandra Leavon Birdsell
Healthcare Informatics
Judith Caroline Erickson
Healthcare Informatics
Arthur Andrew Hamilton
Healthcare Informatics
Joshua Andre Jones
Healthcare Informatics
Christopher Scott Peters
Healthcare Informatics
Malaya C. Downey
Integrative Studies
Valentina Emiliani
Integrative Studies
Daniel Marvin Henke
Integrative Studies
Charles J. Hubbs
Integrative Studies
Katheryn Leverenz
Integrative Studies
Mulonga Lushinga
Integrative Studies
Rahul Memon
Integrative Studies
Dana M. Wynn
Integrative Studies

Master of Science

(Hood: White)

Linda J. Alhardt
Healthcare Informatics

Graduate School cont.

Jerry Weinberg, Dean

Graduate School

Master of Science

(Hood: Olive Green)
Sagar Suresh Gilda
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Hannah Kathleen Lupton
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Christopher John Reeb
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Olivia Maria Slater
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Graduate School cont.

Austin Thomas House
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Rafael Francisco Frare Rosales
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Konstantinos Stavroulakis
Pharmaceutical Sciences
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS: UNDERGRADUATE

National Anthem: "The Star-Spangled Banner" Lyrics by Francis Scott Key

Led by Michael Hawkins, Musical Theater Student, College of Arts and Sciences

Conferral of Degrees

Student names read by Anne Powell, Professor and Chair, Computer Management and Information Systems

Candidates for Degrees

Candidates Commissioned as Second Lieutenants and Members of Honor Societies

Caleb Abernathy, Bachelor of Science in Computer Management & Information Systems

Remarks on Behalf of the Class of 2020

Tim Schoenecker, Dean

Remarks from the Dean of the School of Business

Remarks from the President

Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor

Remarks from the Chancellor

Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor

Distinguished Service Award Recognition

Shirley Portwood, Distinguished Professor Emerita

Honorary Degree Recognition

Lawrence Heitz, Doctor of Human Letters

Music by the Meridian Brass Quintet

Led by Michael Hawkins, Musical Theater Student, College of Arts and Sciences

Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, presiding

Saturday May 9, 2020, 1 p.m.

School of Business: Undergraduate

Bachelor of Science (Tassel: Drab)

Caleb Jon Abernathy ***
Rachel Lynn Abdurahman
Allen Christopher Adams
Collignon Morales Adams
Olivia Denise Albers
Adam Michael Alexander *
Ramsey Ajmal Afkhamoos
Jacob Michael Ahnert
Alecia Marie Arnold
Moloney Ja Aubry
Julie Bulgalska
Rachel H. Beals
Breann Nicole Beckham
Brandon Lee Bellard
Jodi Robert Berry
Juan Michael Billhardt *
Brandon Jamal Bishop
Hanna Nicole Bledsoe
Gabriella R. Bode
Blayre Michael Bordwick
Rayne Three Boys
Sara Rose Brandon
Jennifer Eileen Brown
Matthew Alan Brown *
Thomas J. Bray
Andrew Christian Bryden
Ryne Alan Bundy
Ian Michael Burgner
Taylor Nicole Burke
Arin David Burns
Emily Kathryn Burns
Blake Adam Buschman
Marshall Vaughn Cagle
Karyn Elizabeth Campbell ***
Hesse Jormstorm Carlson-Gauntzer
Alex John Castillo
Nathan Mitchell Cathey
Colton Matthew Cavanaugh
Noah Samuel Chad
Collin J. Christ
Matthew Darel Coler
Dymn T. Clinton
Samantha Bailey Cleaves
Mykal Maunderhuihona
Ariana DeWan Callister
Kevin Wai Callister
Madeleine Elizabeth Combs
Brittany Danielle Cook
Alexander Christopher Down
Christopher Joseph Down
Joseph Lane Deahr
Heather Nicole Dice
Michael Andrew Donaldson
Miranda Elizabeth Ess \textsuperscript{ ***}
Alexander Michael Down
Amanda Ann Dowd
Eric Thomas Downey
Kendra Kay Doyle
Davis Andrew Driscoll
Brandon Caleb Driscoll
Katie Lynn Driskill
Rohit Dhavan
Chad Taylor Dover
Miranda Grace Dozier
Benjamin Daniel Duncan
Jared Aaron Duenas
Evan Allen Duvall
Dwight Allen Duvall
Aurelius Joseph Dwyer
Hannah Marie Eberhart
Cathryn Gail Edwards
Morgan Rachel Edwards
Katelyn Michelle Efaw
Kylie Marie Efaw
Dana Marie Efaw
Tommy Alexander Efaw
Bryan Alexander Effland
Jack Anderson Efaw
Joseph Daniel Effland
Chad Taylor Effland
Emily Val Effland
" cum laude"

** magna cum laude"

*** summa cum laude"

H Honors Scholars

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Timothy Schoenecker, Dean

Joseph Gabriel Ritter
Jamie Marie Rivers ***
Anise Theodore Albert Robinson
Koren Aline Rodriguez
Alex Daniel Roth *
Denik Thomas Ruble
Cameron Lee Satterwhite
William J. Schaefer
Matthew Jay Schindel
Erik James Schissler
Leigh Ann LeSueur
Brinnie Nicole Schneider
Susanne Marie Sexton
Coke Linton Selker
Devon Scott Shoff
Seth Thomas Shook
Matthew William Shoo
Tristan Shover
Chad Frederick Shumake
Rebecca Lynn Sewer
Jonathan Richard Simpson
Bradley John Sussor
Jasmine Louise Smoot
Austin Michael Smueller
Lyric Bramm Spedia
Stephanie Renee Spilker
Brandon Ryan Stephenson
Dirk Orin Stephens
Emily Rose Stewart
Haley Marie Stewart
Olivia Grace Stewart
Zachary Dennis Stoddard
Brandon Joseph Stuart
Allen Michael Switzer
Tommy K. Taylor
Tayna Marie Thames
Quinton Gregory Tomasi
Brandon Lee Tracy
Benjamin Paul Timothy
Kasandra Vrana
* Delby M. Wolgast ***
Allan H. Wu
Jack Richard Walson
Charles Robert Waters
Dawnya A. Watkins
Sarah Rose Watson
Olivia Marie Wedelenken
Kyle Wilmont
Greg Marshall Wells
Zachary Shane Wilson
Brody Michael Winn
Jenna Leigh Winningham ***
Mykel Writers
Alyss Joanne Woods
Kiley Marie Wright
Garrett Rawd Young
Victoria A. Young
Austin Richard Zurliene

Congratulations as Second Lieutenants and Members of Honor Societies

Candidates Commissioned as Second Lieutenants and Members of Honor Societies

Candidates for Degrees

School of Business: Undergraduate

School of Business: Undergraduate
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS CONT.
Timothy Schoenecker, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Accountancy (Tassel: Drab)
Rachel Lynn Abraham
Michael Lee Adams **
Lucas Allen Bennett
Joseph Donald Burge
Kimberly Ann Nicole Carlisle
Julie Carmel
Mathew Derek Chaddton
Hutson Nathanial Coventry *
Reagan DeVine Curtis *
Brianna Rose Doehlke
Jason Kyle Dempsey

Adam Ryan Donley ***
Rylee Nicole Faulkner
Mikayla Kay Falkman
Rachel Michelle Fuller
Bridgett L. Gillom
Baylor June Gunley *
Brandon J. Harris
Natasha Beth Horstmann *
Rachel Lynn Husee *** H
Alexander David Julius
Benjamin Amir Junidi H
Aspen Dexton Koerkenmeier *
Joshua Patrick Kran
Marissa Ann Langsdorf *
Rylan Day Lopez **

Suzanne Maloney *
Melissa Bernadette McCulley
Amanda Jordan Menke
Luke William Miller
Cydny Mitchener
Morgan Louise Nelson *
Brittany M. Parker *
Adam Douglas Pasheka *
Michael Polus Jr
Kara Versino Pisas-Beatiz
Evan Charles Price
Jeremy Scott Reichel *
Connor Thomas Reel *
Wade Michael Schieldecker *
Lone Charles Schnettgoecke

Marcus Anthony Schlimburg * H
Taylor Ann Townsend ***
Nadhmaa Ritz Weiss
Lynsi Leigh Wolff *
Amara Wyke *

THE COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
Saturday, May 9, 2020, 1 p.m.
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, presiding

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR: UNDERGRADUATE

National Anthem: "The Star-Spangled Banner" Lyrics by Francis Scott Key
Led by Michael Hawkins, Musical Theater Student, College of Arts and Sciences
Music by the Meridian Brass Quintet

Welcoming Remarks
P. Denise Cobb, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Honorary Degree Recognition
Lawrence Hetz, Doctor of Humane Letters

Distinguished Service Award Recognition
Shirley Fayette, Distinguished Professor Emerita

Remarks from the Chancellor
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor

Remarks from the President
Dan Mahony, President, SIU System

Remarks from the Dean of the School of Education, Health and Human Behavior
Robin Hughes, Dean

Remarks on Behalf of the Class of 2020
Ashley Manier, Bachelor of Science in Psychology

Candidates Commissioned as Second Lieutenants and Members of Honor Societies

Candidates for Degrees
Robin Hughes, Dean
Student names read by Doug McIlhagga, Executive Director of University Marketing and Communications

Conferment of Degrees
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor

Message from the SIUE Alumni Association

Closing Remarks
P. Denise Cobb, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Alma Mater: "Hail SIUE" by George Mellott
Led by Michael Hawkins, Musical Theater Student, College of Arts and Sciences
Music by the Meridian Brass Quintet
THE COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
Saturday, May 9, 2020, 1 p.m.
Randall G. Embrook, Chancellor of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, presiding

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING: UNDERGRADUATE
National Anthem: "The Star-Spangled Banner" Lyrics by Francis Scott Key
Led by Michael Hawkins, Musical Theater Student, College of Arts and Sciences
Music by the Meridian Brass Quartet

Welcoming Remarks
P. Denise Cobb, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Honorary Degree Recognition
Lawrence Heitz, Doctor of Humane Letters
 Remarks from the Chancellor
Shirley Portwood, Distinguished Professor Emerita
Distinguished Service Award Recognition
Lawrence Heitz, Doctor of Humane Letters
Remarks from the SIUE Alumni Association
Conferral of Degrees
Student names read by Gunes Ercal, Associate Professor of Computer Science
Cem Karacal, Dean
Remarks from the President
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor
Remarks from the Chancellor
Dan Mahony, President, SIU System
Remarks from the Dean of the School of Engineering
Cem Karacal, Dean
Remarks on Behalf of the Class of 2020
Thomas Giacobbe, Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Cem Karacal, Dean

Bachelor of Arts (Tassel: Orange)
Nicholas C. Nicolas
Cener Aira
Joseph Matthew Albrich***
Sarah L. Almutairi
Ali Abdulateef Alsamir
Sarah L. Almutairi
Cener Akar
Nate Alvey
Clarke Scanton Baker
Gaeln Bit
Trevia McCauley Baldwin
John Ronald Berns*
Brandon Michael Bomhart
Matthew Oscar Seuer
Mara Travis Beatty*
Joseph Daniel Bevis
Justin Jeffrey Beckemeyer H
Alex David Beker
Brett William Beckham
Gerald Henry Bennis II***
Bradley David Bensen
Julie Ann Berz***
MD Elaineh Kheili Bhiyoon
Jacob Ryan Blaisdell
Christopher M. Bigbiok
Gary Broden Bolfheer****
Winton Andre Bonds
Dolton Turner Brookshire
Lucas Robert Brooksheik
Brandon Charles Burke
Marcus Duhan Burks Jr.
Jacob Connor Burns
Jaydilyn Taylor Colbert
Joel S. Capriott Jr.
Jason Duane Cabanes
Nolan Michael Clayley
Robert Charles Childers
Ardelin Coipas***
Reso Cole Colebrook***
Hunter Lane Cooper
Herman Cortez
Kyle Logan Costanzo
Jalil Ali Cross-Ellis
Michael Lauren Crow
Raven Zone Dougherty
Nathan William Davis
Anthony James Daffoogoch
James Brye Delmonte***
Mark Patrick Derholke
Matthew Joel Dobis
Lucas Bradley Doren *

Bachelor of Science (Tassel: Orange)

Zachary Ryan Donelan
Joshua James Darries
Jonathan Charles Deuante*
Andrew Michael Dann
John Theodore Elk* H
Eric Tyler Finch* H
Denk Paul Rafigha
Robert John Richard Foy
Kyle J. Foullin
Claire Elizabeth Fousting
Thomas J. Giaobbi***
Cali James Gibbons***
Spencer Cameron Gibbs
Shawn Jacob Giles
Lawrence Richard Gilmore
Nathan Rabyar Glaros
Sarah Jannet Goodeall
Sean M. Gohorn
Daniel James Gaoju
Daniel Gouzman Gonzales
Dank Halajoff**
Elizabeth Kate Hagedorn
Aaron Michael Hongnos***
Jacob Christopher Horan***
Benjamin Harvey
James Arthur Herberts
Taylor Dann Heiman
Franklin Emilo Hernandez
Theresa Rose Hilbert* H
Melisa Ann Hipkaiden***
Xavier Peter Hoffman
Philip Robert Hognave
Olivia Rose Howard
Benjamin L. Hubler
Derk Tyler Hulay-Collins
Colton T. Isham
Brandon Robert Johnson
James Sterling Janes
Savannah Marie Janis***
Donnelle Elizabeth Jaweso
Sameya Kahraman
Ezar Kayobas
Ega Khyan***
Liaman Khan***
H* Jordan T. Kramer*
Thomas Jonathon Knouz
Bradley Franco Kullmann
Mustafa Oguzhan Kunduraci
Drake Alexander Ladwig
John David Lamonie
Alain Joseph Leliebter
Spencer William Lelieh
Jamar Anthony Leonard
Jordon Jeffrey Lewis
Holly Lee Liebel
Denk S. Lopez***
Michael Dunn Larton***
Bethany Jane Lynn***
Matthew Joseph Martin
Denk Nathaniel Marsch***
Scott Michael Martin
Bethany Lynn Mize***
Daniel Joseph Mizzat*

Logan William Mathewson
John Chasie McCorkle
Cale Benson McKee** H
Jacob M. Medler
Grace Elizabeth Melton***
Jacob Zachary Mette***
Nicholas Ryan Millora
Cameron Michael Milan
Jacob Ethan Milner
Brook Adam Mitchell***
Andrew Joshua Morleer***
Nicholas Graham Monsanto
Dylon M. Mueller
Jacob Gayle Muehbru***
Brandon Jay Myers
Cahleone Nicole Nash
Andrew Michael Neamray
Chris Chen Oluvo
Peyton Chikevbo***
Forban Claybourn
Nathaniel Scott Partington
Kinnamon Joe Pelkey
Sean Alan Pahl* H
Nicholas W. Pelizzari***
Clark Vincent Pong* H
Daniel Radosni
Joel Alan Ralgh**
David Louis Roll
Dobin Rodolff
Jacob Austin Rayman
Gabriel Brion Rice*
Blake Alan Ringberg*
Derek Michael Robson
Taylon Blayne Rob
Jesse Cyril Rogers III
Nicholas Robert Ruhlu
Ryan Matthew Runn
Jacob Peter Savage
George Glenwood Schalasky
Jared Matthew Schawley
Eric Thomas Schulta**
Evan J. Schultz
Nolan Robert Seelhoefer
Matthew Aaron Selodni
Timothy Mark Sel*** H
Michael Thomas Settlemoir
Tim Elenor Sherman*** H
London Thomas Slely
Daniel Joseph Smith
Timothy Nicholas Smyk
Stephen Michael Spade
Justin Robert Sraphing
Joshua Alex Stanley
Zachary Michael Stegman***
Cale Stein
Jordan Stites
Courtney Beavan Striplin
Alexis Sioux Stumpf*
Dipak Subramaniam
Andrew Michael Topham***
Zachary Paul Tabba
Antonina Andreeva Ternovaya
Neil Edward Theade

* cum laude ** magna cum laude *** summa cum laude ** Hons Scholars
THE COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
Saturday, May 9, 2020, 1 p.m.
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, presiding

SCHOOL OF NURSING: GRADUATE & UNDERGRADUATE

National Anthem: “The Star-Spangled Banner” Lyrics by Francis Scott Key
Led by Michael Hawkins, Musical Theater Student, College of Arts and Sciences
Music by the Meridian Brass Quintet

Welcoming Remarks
P. Denise Cobb, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Honorary Degree Recognition
Lawrence Herz, Doctor of Humane Letters

Distinguished Service Award Recognition
Shirley Portwood, Distinguished Professor Emerita

Remarks from the Chancellor
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor

Remarks from the President
Dan Mahoney, President, SIU System

Remarks from the Dean of the School of Nursing
Laura Bernaix, Dean

Honors and Awards Recognition

Remarks on Behalf of the Class of 2020
Kathryn Gratza, Candidate for Doctor of Nursing, Nurse Anesthesia Specialization

Candidates Commissioned as Second Lieutenants and Members of Honor Societies

Candidates for Degrees
Laura Bernaix, Dean, School of Nursing
Student names read by Karen Montgomery, Director of Student Services, School of Nursing

Conferral of Degrees
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor

Message from the SIUE Alumni Association

Closing Remarks
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor

Alma Mater: “Hail SIUE” by George Mellott
Led by Michael Hawkins, Musical Theater Student, College of Arts and Sciences
Music by the Meridian Brass Quintet

PROGRAM RECOGNITION

The SIUE School of Nursing offers dynamic undergraduate programs of study that are both theoretical and practical, designed to meet current and future challenges of nursing and healthcare. The School prepares graduates to work in a wide variety of clinical settings and provide the necessary foundation for a master’s and doctoral degree in nursing.

The traditional bachelor of science in nursing (BS) program is intended for students seeking their first degree with no prior college experience. The postbaccalaureate accelerated bachelor of science degree in nursing (ABS) option allows students with a bachelor’s degree to attain a BS degree in nursing through three semesters and one summer session. It is an intense, defined curriculum with a combination of classroom instruction and clinical experiences for students seeking a second baccalaureate degree.

Registered nurses (RNs) who hold an associate degree in nursing or a nursing diploma can pursue the RN to BS option. This baccalaureate program is offered in a flexible, entirely online format to accommodate the needs of working RNs. The program format consists of eight-week courses and can be completed in one year if most of the general education requirements are met at the time of admission.

The goal of the SIUE School of Nursing graduate program is to prepare expert nurses for leadership in professional nursing practice and patient-centered healthcare delivery. The School offers two master’s (MS) programs, two fully online dual degree programs, and a doctor of nursing practice degree (DNP) with three specializations.

The fully online MS in Healthcare and Nursing Administration (HCNA) prepares nurses for entry into management positions in healthcare organizations, and refines the skills of experienced nurse managers to mentor them for executive-level positions. A dual MS in HCNA and Healthcare Informatics provides a unique opportunity. The online program equips healthcare professionals to leverage prior education and experience to provide leadership to teams using technology to improve patient healthcare options. The MS in Nurse Educator program is meeting the ever-increasing need for nursing faculty. SIUE’s nurse educator graduates are actively sought throughout the St. Louis metropolitan region, as well as nationally.

The new psychiatric mental health nurse practitioner DNP specialization addresses the mental healthcare crisis by providing students with the clinical competencies and theoretical foundation to deliver quality psychiatric mental healthcare. The nurse anesthesia DNP specialization prepares registered nurses with baccalaureate degrees to provide individualized anesthetic patient care for surgical, diagnostic, therapeutic, or pain management procedures. The family nurse practitioner DNP specialization program provides students with the required clinical competencies and theoretical foundation to deliver quality primary care for patients and their families. The post-master’s DNP program is designed for nurses holding a master’s degree as an advanced practice nurse, or holding a bachelor of science in nursing and a master’s degree appropriate to their advance nursing practice role. The dual Masters of Business Administration (MBA) and DNP is primarily online with two on-campus immersion experiences. The program is designed to develop the professional capabilities of managers working in business, focusing on topics such as quantitative analysis, decision making, negotiation, enhancing quality and innovation and program management.

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Laura Bernaix, Dean

Doctor of Nursing Practice
(Hood: Apricot)

Russell Craig Arendt
Nursing Practice
Amy Lynn Armstrong
Nursing Practice
Jennifer Lynn Aumann
Nursing Practice
Cory R. Austin
Nursing Practice
Lucy A. Bischof
Nursing Practice

Mackenzie Marie Bowers
Nursing Practice
Natalie Ann Bram
Nursing Practice
Jane Marie Brown
Nursing Practice
Amanda Sue Burgessan
Nursing Practice
Richard Clapp
Nursing Practice
Annemarie Rochelle Contino
Nursing Practice
Blake Christian Cory
Nursing Practice

Mitchell Andrew Cova
Nursing Practice
Cynthia Sue Davis
Nursing Practice
Simi Dhillon
Nursing Practice
Alison Lynne Farnoff
Nursing Practice
Barbara Garrison
Nursing Practice
Tamisha R. Gatewood-Henderson
Nursing Practice
Kathryn Mary Gratza
Nursing Practice

Brennie Elise Gregg
Nursing Practice
Megan Sue René Hahn
Nursing Practice
Alton Haith
Nursing Practice
Sarah Elizabeth Holsey
Nursing Practice
Tiffany Lynn Hazel
Nursing Practice
Laurie Marie Hopper
Nursing Practice
Alexandra Lynn Huddleston
Nursing Practice

* cum laude
** magna cum laude
*** summa cum laude
H Honors Scholars
THE COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
Saturday, May 9, 2020, 1 p.m.
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, presiding

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

National Anthem: "The Star-Spangled Banner" Lyrics by Francis Scott Key
Led by Michael Hawkins, Musical Theater Student, College of Arts and Sciences
Music by the Meridian Brass Quartet

Welcoming Remarks
P. Denise Cobb, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Honorary Degree Recognition
Lawrence Herz, Doctor of Humane Letters

Remarks from the Chancellor
Randall G. Pembrook, Chancellor

Remarks from the President
Dan Mahony, President, SIU System

Remarks from the Dean of the School of Pharmacy
Mark Luer, Dean, School of Pharmacy

Remarks on Behalf of the Class of 2020
Austin Dillon, Candidate for Doctor of Pharmacy

Candidates Commissioned as Second Lieutenants and Members of Honor Societies

Candidates for Degrees
Mark Luer, Dean, School of Pharmacy
Student names read by Theresa Poiner, Senior Scholar and Professor of Pharmacy Practice

Oath of a Pharmacist
Led by Austin Dillon, Candidate for Doctor of Pharmacy

HOODING

A tradition dating to the Middle Ages, the olive green velvet facing of the hood denotes the wearer’s pharmacy discipline. The red and white color of the lining represents the institution from which the degree was awarded, in this case Southern Illinois University Edwardsville. The velvet tam, rather than the traditional mortarboard cap, is commonly worn by doctorate holders.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Mark Luer, Dean

Doctor of Pharmacy
(Hood: Olive Green)
Rachael Christine Albert
Robert K. Allen
Stephen James Arnold
Dallas Marie Banning
Nair Hishah Bhatiawat
Brian Robert Beverns
Casio David Broach
Micah Burgdorf
Aaron Jeffrey Burg
Carly Shone Butler
Gregory Scott Byington
Abigail Lynn Capps
Vincent Chau
William Allen Cowell
Tarah Anne Coughlin
Kayla Marie Crome
Terah Anne Coughlin
William Allen Cowell
Terah Anne Coughlin
Kayla Marie Crome
Dalton Paul Dieckow
Austin James Dillon

Deja R. Finley
Moriah Elizabeth Freeman
Catherine Lynn Gilmore
Rachel Alana Gonzales
Liao M. Goss
Liliby Maria Graef
Eric M. Gray
Nadh Allan Harris
Anna Elizabeth Hogue
Alfsson Rose Hofur
Rebecca Hulse
Samuel Dale Hukley
Steven Jonathan Janicki
Bengardi Rose Johnson
Alaik Wilmh Kuhn
Joocy N. Lambely
Abigail R. Landewee
Desiree Kristine Ledbetter
Kayla Ann Link
Jonah Seth Longdon
Blake John Ludow

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

Alicia Breakee Lux
Kyleigh Michelle Maday
Michael James McGee
Brittany Nicole Medlin
Bathery Anne Miller
Andrew Philip Moore
Samar Nagmeijer
Nicholas D. Nawley
Taylor Elizabeth Parlor
Michael Edward Paterson
Alyssa Rose Plantz
Alanna Ruth Pomes
Hunter Houston Ragan
Smith Rosario
James David Reiter
Christopher J. Reiter
Cody J. Rettinghouse
Noah Rogers
Alicia Femia Roca Rivas
Derek K. Schipper
Alisha Renee Schlepper

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

Debra M. Sells
Lauren Elizabeth Sienkz
Kevin Lauren Smith
Pariia Nicole Smith
Megan Elizabeth Stafford
Cody Ryan Stephens
Sarah Sunmear
Grace Nicole Tate
Alexa Morgan Township
Rene Liao-Vinh
Grant Robert Veeth
Andrew James Vogler
Thien Ngoc Hoang Vu
Carey James Wachter
Casio Michael Wuik
Logan Mitchell Weiss
Anna White
Jasmine Nicole Williams
Kenneth J. Wilson

Candidates for Degrees
Mark Luer, Dean, School of Pharmacy

Oath of the Pharmacist
I promise to devote myself to a lifetime of service to others through the profession of pharmacy.

In fulfilling this vow:

• I will consider the welfare of humanity and relief of suffering my primary concerns.
• I will apply my knowledge, experience and skills to the best of my ability to assure optimal outcomes for my patients.
• I will respect and protect all personal and health information entrusted to me.
• I will accept the lifelong obligation to improve my professional knowledge and competence.
• I will hold myself and my colleagues to the highest principles of our profession’s moral, ethical and legal conduct.
• I will embrace and advocate changes that improve patient care.
• I will utilize my knowledge, skills, experiences and values to prepare the next generation of pharmacists.

I take these vows voluntarily with the full realization of the responsibility with which I am entrusted by the public.
Candidates Commissioned as Second Lieutenants

U.S. Army
Joseph A. S. Arcilla
Todd A. Carter
Jabril A. Cross-Ellis
Oceona A. Garrett
Nathan R. T. Goodsell
Justin M. Krisby
Rodrigue M. Mbog
Alexander J. Patterson

U.S. Air Force
Ethan S. Cackrell
Byrce L. Harting
Bryan M. Mueller
Madeline F. Pool
Gavin N. Radden
Calin P. Slane

Christopher D. Roberts
Austin M. Snuffer
D’andre J. Traylor
Zachary S. Wesselmann

Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities Program Associates

Nicholas Grunloh
Mitchell Haddock
Emily Lange
Noah Pyles
Hannah Queen
Ryan Raymond

Kristina Springer
Colleen Wagner

Robert H. VanHoose
Jacob R. Wunder

Congratulations graduates! You have survived and thrived through a highly unusual final semester. You should be extra proud of your grit and resilience at this important moment of your lives.

Be a Proud Cougar: Your hard work has paid off, and now you are one of our more than 112,000 alumni. #SIUEALUMNI is the social networking tag where you can find more information about local events and how to stay involved.

Stay Connected: Stay engaged via a platform called NetCommunity. We will be sending you information on how to sign up in July. You will then be able to update your information, connect with other alumni, and register for alumni events locally and regionally. You will also be assigned a virtual SIUE Alumni Association card once you log in.

Be Informed: Look for email newsletters from your College/School, as well as our alumni magazine, the eConnection, in the mail this fall. The magazine will feature many SIUE heroes and sheroes—students, faculty, staff and alumni—who helped us through this global pandemic.

Get involved: Check out siue.edu/alumni for future events, as things begin to return to normal. We want to see you at future social, cultural and athletic events!

Your alma mater is always here for you!

Best regards for your ongoing success,

Rachel C. Stack
Vice Chancellor for University Advancement
CEO, SIUE Foundation

Our Mission: The SIUE Alumni Association will be a valued partner of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville through the advancement and promotion of SIUE alumni, the University and its friends.
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For the students, faculty, staff and alumni of
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

HAIL SIUE

1. Above the Mississippi plain your splendor meets the sky.
You give to all a chance to gain;
raise our spirits high.
Hail, all hail SIUE, our grat-itude we owe.
Let’s fill our glasses joy-ful-ly and raise a toast to you.

2. To college life we bid a dieu and wend our sepa-rate ways.
Yet college friends and mentors too are
in college life our days.
Hail, all hail SIUE, our Alma Ma-ter true!
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